One of Hollywood’s most accomplished animators, Ray Harryhausen, wanted to bring ancient Greek mythology to life
on the big screen. The 1981 movie Clash of the Titans is an amazing showcase of his legendary stop-animation skills.
Unfortunately, by 1981 his stop-animation technique was considered passé, as audiences were growing accustomed to
flashier and more believable effects of the Star Wars variety. As a result, this slightly goofy gods and goddesses movie
already looked dated by the time it hit the theaters, and the original Clash of the Titans was relegated to mediocrity on
the shelves of the Blockbuster Video.

Here in 2010, once again we are trying to catch the
latest trend in film-making and missing by a mile,
with the nearly-finished “3D” remake of Clash of the
Titans. Luckily it’s not too late. There are many
problems with this film, but it’s nothing that Shara
the Film Doctor can’t fix! My first recommendation
is to forget the costly 3D retrofit. This will instantly
save us millions of dollars we might have wasted on
a hokey, unbelievable technique that adds nothing
to the film and will be enjoyed by no one.

That gives us extra budget, which we can use to rework several
aspects of the current production. I am going to recommend
that the fixes be applied in three main areas –
1) Heroics, 2) Relationships, and 3) Character development.
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One major problem with the film is that our hero, Perseus, is not
heroic. Bad things happen to him, but he does not overcome any
meaningful obstacles, and so does not have to exert effort or
experience any angst in getting what he wants. As the story begins,
Perseus is a foundling who was raised by happy fisherfolk, but unrest
is growing among men at the capriciousness of the gods.

Perseus watches as soldiers from Argos send a giant statue of Zeus tumbling into the sea. This draws Hades up
from the underworld to punish their temerity, but in the process he destroys Perseus’ boat and kills his whole
family. Perseus survives and is taken to Argos, in time to see their queen further invite the wrath of the gods by
declaring her daughter, the Princess Andromeda, to be even more beautiful than Aphrodite. This again provokes
an appearance by Hades, who informs the group that Perseus is a demi-god and son of Zeus himself. Hades
threatens to “release the Kraken” to destroy their city in ten days’ time, unless they sacrifice Andromeda.

As a demi-god, Perseus is recruited to kill the Kraken and avert disaster. A fellow demi-god, Io,
arrives to explain his origins to him. He is assigned an honor guard to march with him to the
Stygian Abyss to find the Three Witches who can tell them how to defeat the Kraken. On this
journey, just walking along, Perseus finds a magic sword left by the gods for him to use, and also
meets up with Pegasus, the flying horse, who almost instantly befriends him.
This sequence needs to be re-shot and edited so that our hero Perseus has to exert some actual
heroic effort on this journey.

Secondly, we need to turn both the acquisition of the magic sword and taming of
the magic flying horse into side-quests. Instead of finding the sword laying on the
ground (and then turning his nose up at it), Perseus should have to work to get
the sword, by defeating a guardian or dispelling an illusion.

First of all, we need to do away with
the character of Io altogether, as she
makes no sense. Io is not part of the
original Greek myth of Perseus, nor
is she in the original movie. She
seems to have been written in at the
last second to provide exposition
and serve as a momentary love
interest. However neither of these
roles is the slightest bit believable.
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Similarly, instead of just finding the Pegasus, he should have to gain its cooperation somehow, by defeating it, or
perhaps helping it fight off an attacking monster. The point is to have Perseus demonstrate some of his supposedly
demi-godlike abilities, but more importantly, to have him form short-term goals and have to exert effort to achieve
them. The current cut of the film hands Perseus everything he needs on a silver platter, with no effort by anyone,
making for an uninteresting and emotionless hero journey.

Also, right now Perseus has only the personal motivation
of revenge on Hades to explain why he even makes the
journey in the first place. Revenge does not make sense as
the sole motivation for a hero. This brings us to the second
major area of the revision, involving Relationships.
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As it is cut right now, none of the characters in the movie care about each other, and so give us no reason to care
about them either. We need to establish decent character relationships for Perseus, both with his love interest and his
comrades. So, to begin we will need to re-shoot a sequence at the palace. It should be Andromeda, not Io, who visits
Perseus in his dungeon cell and explains his past to him. The Princess Andromeda is already described by the king as
“Our daughter, the missionary…” and she is pretty much implied to be the only Argonite with any common sense or
compassion. In the new cut, we will establish that Andromeda is very smart, and studies history, and has pieced
together Perseus’ history for him.

Not only can she provide exposition, but this will also give them time
together to spark attraction and banter as a couple. Andromeda is
the traditional love interest of Perseus, and rescuing her from being
sacrificed to the Kraken would provide him with a personal stake in
the outcome of his own adventure. A hero rescuing a Princess he
cares about is a believable motivation, so our new cut will replace Io
with Andromeda as a real love interest.

The second major relationship area would be for
Perseus to establish friendship with his comrades. Like
Tomb Raider, Clash of the Titans provides the hero with
a team, Draco and the soldiers of the honor guard, plus
a few weirdos they pick up along the way. We will need
new travelling footage that shows them getting to know
each other, enduring hardships together with humor,
and exposing a little bit of information about their own
motivations and separate abilities. Some of this will be
training, as I’ll shortly explain. Then later, when they
have to fight giant scorpions for example, their known
individual skills and styles can come into play.

In the third and most important revision, Perseus needs to show some kind
of character growth. This can be done in two ways, using the more
elaborate relationships we have established. First, with his love interest, we
will have Andromeda make some kind of claim at the outset which Perseus
disagrees with. Then, when they are reunited after her rescue, he will admit
that she was right all along. This will show that he can appreciate a woman
who is right, and will learn and grow in a romantic relationship.

Next, we will be showing Perseus experiencing character growth through a new training sequence
with his team. What is sorely missing from the film right now are the training shots and visibly
improving ability that show the progress from ordinary fellow to hero. Perseus begins as a
fisherman who knows only how to mend nets. He is offered the usual platitude about “making
your weapon an extension of your own body,” but we do not see him learning or mastering any
particular techniques before going on to defeat giant scorpions, Medusa, and the Kraken.

Perseus is a demi-god, so people might believe that he can grow in skill faster
than a mortal, but without showing a gradual progression the audience does
not experience or believe his sudden competence, and we are robbed of the
chance to share in his progress.
So, our new “journey with the team” will use repetitive action to show daily
workouts and drills, with Perseus slowly getting better at each iteration, then
a larger leap forward when he acquires his new magic sword. This will let the
team members each show their own abilities, will let Perseus practice his
growing skills, and will provide the chance for humor and dialog and
characterization. Then later, when members of the team are lost, it will
provide emotional impact and give our hero more determination than ever.

Lastly, the movie does have one humorous gag, a callback to the 1981 film, when Perseus
picks up a robotic-looking, animatronic owl, an homage to the one that appeared in the
original. This reference is a throwaway, as he is told to just leave it.
In the recut, Andromeda will be working to help the team back in Argos, and we will shoot some scenes of her poring over old scrolls and piecing together an important clue. The owl will be
her messenger. At a critical moment near the climax, when Perseus faces defeat before Medusa, the robot owl should flutter in, land nearby and share the important piece of information
she discovered with him. This would keep Andromeda in the plot, increase their connection as a couple, and provide a funny and unexpected twist to the penultimate battle.
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In summary, the current movie is not working because our hero is not heroic, our characters are not relational and their emotional journey goes
nowhere. However by removing Io and shooting some new scenes with Andromeda, we can give our hero motivation and a relationship worth
fighting for. By giving Perseus some extra side-quests and time training with his team, we can show his heroics and create some emotional
attachment to the other characters. Most importantly, by having him grow as a person, we can show him gain in respect for the others characters
and them gaining respect for him. Only then will the fisherman have earned a place at Andromeda’s side as they wed and prepare to rule together.

